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Our Vision

Cryptocurrency is the future, people need tools to exchange and use these
cryptos. We want to build the largest exchange network. Moreover, we want to
allow ICO communities, cryptocoins communities and people from this industry to
create their own trading platform with a few clicks.

We strongly believe in the future of cryptocurrency and its main strength: the
decentralization! We believe that allowing the market to be controlled by a single
(or very few) privately owned exchanges goes against this strength. This is why we
believe that everyone should be able to create their own exchange with just a few
clicks and that the orders should be openly shared across all exchanges in the
market.
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Market
The Cryptocurrency market today comprises a multi-billion-dollar
industry. Though, it is yet to be accepted by the masses as a tool
for everyday exchanges, comparable to your standard ﬁat currency
such as the dollar or euro.While currently holding a market share of more or less
than 1.2% in current exchange currencies, it is expected to see rapid growth
during upcoming years.
By our opinion the cryptocurrency market now is in the stage of "volatile
growth", which began in late 2016 and most likely will continue in medium
perspective. Sharp price ﬂuctuations and correction are the natural state for this
stage of development.
We believe that cryptocurrency market is not an accidental phenomenon
and it is based on fundamental factors, which is conﬁrmed by the eight-year history
of development which began in 2009 when Bitcoin - the cryptocurrency which
change the usual means of payment and digital transactions – has appeared.
Over the last 8 years Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies only by the fact of
their existence and growing distribution refuted many negative forecasts, opinions
and assessments. They debunked some of the myths about their insolvency, the
lack of prospects and the impossibility of changing global ﬁnancial relations.
Over the mentioned period of time many alternative cryptocurrencies
appeared. Many of them are embodying completely different ideas and
fundamentally new concepts of economic ties. There is a gradual ofﬁcial
legitimization of the legal status for cryptocurrencies and the integration of digital
transaction elements into the traditional economic systems.
In 2017 the total capitalization of all cryptocurrencies (according to
coinmarketcap.com) increased by more than 4000% from $18 billion to over $800
billion. The daily trading volume for this period increased from $130 million to over
$46 billion (almost 300 times!).
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Figure 1. Cryptocurrencies capitalization growth for 2017. (by
https://coinmarketcap.com)

Based on these and many other factors and assessments, it is possible to
come to a very concrete conclusion - staying away from this market means to
standing still without seeing the prospect and to lose the proﬁt which now is on its
maximum level by the point of view of the market in the initial stage of growth.
Cryptocurrency market is developing rapidly in many different directions, so it
is very difﬁcult to predict the proﬁtability of a project in advance. However, we see
the most proﬁtable strategy in organizing and creating our own white label
platform, which will unite different cryptocurrency exchanges and will become the
biggest cryptocurrency exchange network with sharing orders between platforms.
It is suitable for a variety of tasks and will be able to solve many tasks regardless of
the speciﬁc user's activities and needs.
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Cryptocurrency exchanges
According to coinmarketcap.com on 28 of March 2018 the top 10 exchanges based on 24h
volume of trading are:

Volume USD 24h
Binance
OKEx

1.429.182.051
1.083.299.780

Huobi

944.016.257

Upbit

879.664.562

Bitﬁnex
Bithumb

696.195.532
605.903.024

HitBTC

250.694.215

Kraken

249.504.284

GDAX

238.858.138

Bittrex

217.659.185

Cryptocurrency volume
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Birake White Label Solution
Considering only the total volume of top 10 cryptocurrencies of
377.176.960.776 USD in one month we can easily estimate the total income of the
exchanges. Considering the average fee of 0.05% the income of the exchanges was
over 180$ milions / month only from transactions fee. Here we will sum up also the
deposit and withdraw fees which are much higher than previous one.
Birake White Label Solution will come up with an exchange platform, ready to
go live from day one for anyone who will pay a small monthly fee. All the exchanges
running on BIRAKE network will have orders openly shared. This means if a
customer aquire one exchange platform, this will have plenty of orders from day 1.

custom domain name
custom logo and personalization
posibility to set custom fee per transaction
all the active orders will be available to anyone from BIRAKE network and vice
versa all orders from BIRAKE network will be available to you
➢ technical support
➢ posibility to add one cryptocurrency to BIRAKE network (depends on
package aquired)

➢
➢
➢
➢
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Exchange Platform
Whether you’re a professional trader or just starting out with
cryptocurrencies, Birake will offer a wide variety of tools for engaging with digital
asset markets. It will be a straightforward to buy and sell cryptocurrencies through
the BIRAKE exchange, while additional features will make the platform capable of
handling complex trading operations, as well.
Working demo exchange platform can be found at http://demo.birake.com

➢ over 100 cryptocurrencies available in 2019
➢ desktop and mobile friendly
➢ custom transaction fee (up to the customer if
will apply low or high fees)
➢ capable of processing high volume of
transactions per second
➢ low fees on deposits and withdrawals
➢ bounty and reward programs for the
community

Birake Mission
The mission of BIRAKE is to provide both website owners and users of
BIRAKE exchanges network, the biggest database of orders / users and achieve the
biggest trading volume from cryptocurrency area. For the website owners:
providing a fully functional platform, ready to use from day one, full of orders and
transactions; and for the users: possibility to ﬁnd the best deal from a huge amount
of orders, low commissions, high trading experience, bounty and rewards
programs.
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Technology description
System Functioning Model

Step 1. Domain owner buys one of Birake’s packages with BIR , for example 10 000
Birake Coins (0.3 BTC) / month for a fully functional platform
Step 2. Website owner set his own fees and start personalizing he’s platform
Step 3. Website owner brings new users to his platform.
Step 4. Those users start trading within BIRAKE network with all the users
registered in BIRAKE network
Step 5. BIRAKE platform calculates all the fees individually from one platform to
another
Step 6. Considering the package acquired the total fee accumulated will be splitted
between website owner and birake company (example 60% to website owner and
40% to birake)
Schematically, system functioning algorithm may be displayed as the following
sequence:

Technological features
To optimize the work of the Birake project, the system has a number of
technological features. Some of them are listed below:



easy integration: Birake platform can be easily personalized with few clicks
into any Company’s Cryptocurrency exchange business
built-in tracking fees: Birake will track all the orders in real time mode, will
calculate fees diferentially between user from platform A (which has a fee for
example of 0.05%) and another user from platform B (which has a fee for
example of 1%)
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real time updates: users using the trading platform will experience the real
time update of the active, history orders and current price.
protection from fraud: to avoid abuse, the system has a mechanism to
protect against bots, unauthorized withdrawals, 2 factor authentication, ip
detection and email conﬁrmations
referral program mechanism: each website owner can set the percentage of
referral program if they want to activate it. The tracking of the referrals will be
made individually per exchange owners

The principle of operation
To successfully integrate and use the Birake
White Label Platform, website owner need a
domain name and a personal logo.
After that with just a few clicks away to have
the platform ready for trading.
Owner of the platform must invite as many
users he can to use the platform.
The number of transactions of his users are
directly proportional with the income at the
end of the month.
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Economic model
An important element of the whole system is the number of users who
comes to trade on BIRAKE platform. Considering that, we as a platform provider
we will offer a big variety of cryptocurrencies, user friendly platform and a huge
amount of orders and transactions in Birake network. On the other side the website
owner (which can be a owner of a comunity, someone capable to bring thousands
of users, ICO owner or a cryptocurrency owner) must promote their platform in
order to increase their income. A simpliﬁed economic model is that website owner
receive a part (depend of the package acquired) from transactions fee made by its
users and BIRAKE company gets the rest.

Birake business model
The basis of the economic model of Birake is the following:


Transaction Volume - is the volume in USD transactioned during one year



Number of website exchanges is the number of websites which are running
on our white label platform. Each website will have separate domain name
and custom personalizations



Cryptocurrencies - average of cryptocurrencies available for trading in each
month



New cryptocurrency price - an average cost for adding a new
cryptocurrency to the network (one time fee)



Customer percentage - average website owner income percent from
transactions fee



User transaction fee - average of transaction fee percentage applied by
website owner to each transaction



Birake percentage - is the average percentage from transactions fee from
website owners
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Exchange platform price - is the average cost of the exchange platform for
one year



Hardware units - number of servers needed for running the BIRAKE network

Development scenarios
Following are 3 models of Birake development are presented, depending on the
Birake Coin price results:

Development model,
BirakeCoin no less than 0.00003 BTC

2019

2020

2021

Transaction Volume (millions USD)

4400

12000

30000

Number of website exchanges

10

20

50

Hardware units

35

60

110

$12 000

$30 000

$200 000

0.05%

0.03%

0.02%

25

50

100

$10.000

$20.000

$50.000

Customer percentage

60%

65%

70%

Birake percentage

40%

35%

30%

Exchange platform cost for one year
User transaction fee
Cryptocurrencies
New Cryptocurrency price
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Development model,
BirakeCoin no less than 0.00006 BTC

2019

2020

2021

Transaction Volume (millions USD)

6000

16000

40000

Number of website exchanges

15

30

70

Hardware units

40

70

120

$12 000

$30 000

$200 000

0.05%

0.03%

0.02%

25

50

100

$10.000

$20.000

$50.000

Customer percentage

60%

65%

70%

Birake percentage

40%

35%

30%

Development model,
BirakeCoin no less than 0.00010 BTC

2019

2020

2021

Transaction Volume (millions USD)

8000

22000

55000

Number of website exchanges

20

40

90

Hardware units

50

90

150

$12 000

$30 000

$200 000

0.05%

0.03%

0.02%

25

50

100

$10.000

$20.000

$50.000

Customer percentage

60%

65%

70%

Birake percentage

40%

35%

30%

Exchange platform cost for one year
User transaction fee
Cryptocurrencies
New Cryptocurrency price

Exchange platform cost for one year
User transaction fee
Cryptocurrencies
New Cryptocurrency price
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Financial plan
The source of Birake monetization is from the fees from users transactions, from
monthly fee for website owners and from fee for adding a new cryptocurrency to
the BIRAKE exchange network. The calculations in this Financial Plan are carried
out according to the plan of revenue received from this sources. Note that in future
it is planned to activate additional ways of monetization.
The economic model of BIRAKE is based on the following formulas:


Transaction Volume per year - is the volume in USD transactioned during
one year in BIRAKE network

-

User transaction fee - average of transaction fee percentage applied by
website owner to each transaction

-

Customer percentage - average website owner income percent from
transactions fee

-

Birake percentage - is the average percentage from transactions fee from
website owners
Customer income - total income during one year for website owners.
Customer income is calculated using the following formula

-

Customer income = Customer percentage * User transaction fee *
Transaction Volume per year
-

Birake transactions fee income - total income durring one year for BIRAKE
from transactions fee which is calculated as:
Birake transactions fee income = Birake percentage * User
transaction fee * Transaction Volume per year

-

Birake new cryptocurrency income - total income durring one year from
subscription of new cryptocurrencies into BIRAKE network
Birake new cryptocurrency income = New Cryptocurrencies * New
Cryptocurrency price

-

Birake rental platform income - total income from renting the BIRAKE
exchange as White Label Solution
Birake rental platform income = Number of website exchanges *
Exchange platform cost for one year
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-

Infrastructure and human resources costs - estimated costs with
infrastructure and human resources
Birake Proﬁt - total proﬁt for one year

Monetization model,

2019

2020

2021

4400

12000

30000

Number of website exchanges

10

20

50

Hardware units

35

60

110

$12.000,00

$30.000,00

$200.000,00

0,0005

0,0003

0,0002

25

50

100

$10.000,00

$20.000,00

$50.000,00

Customer percentage

0,6

0,65

0,7

Birake percentage

0,4

0,35

0,3

BirakeCoin no less than 0.00003 BTC
Transaction Volume (millions USD)

Exchange platform cost for one year
User transaction fee
Cryptocurrencies
New Cryptocurrency price

Customer income

$1.320.000,00 $2.340.000,00 $4.200.000,00

Birake transactions fee income

$880.000,00

$1.260.000,00

$1.800.000,00

Birake new cryptocurrency income

$250.000,00

$500.000,00

$2.500.000,00

Birake rental platform income

$120.000,00

$600.000,00

$10.000.000,00

Infrastructure and human resources costs

$460.000,00

$788.571,00

$1.445.713,00

Birake Proﬁt

$790.000,00

$1.571.429,00 $12.854.287,00
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Monetization model,

2019

2020

2021

6000

16000

40000

Number of website exchanges

15

30

70

Hardware units

40

70

120

$12.000,00

$30.000,00

$200.000,00

0,0005

0,0003

0,0002

25

50

100

$10.000,00

$20.000,00

$50.000,00

Customer percentage

0,6

0,65

0,7

Birake percentage

0,4

0,35

0,3

BirakeCoin no less than 0.00006 BTC
Transaction Volume (millions USD)

Exchange platform cost for one year
User transaction fee
Cryptocurrencies
New Cryptocurrency price

Customer income
Birake transactions fee income

$1.800.000,00 $3.120.000,00

$5.600.000,00

$1.200.000,00 $1.680.000,00

$2.400.000,00

Birake new cryptocurrency income

$250.000,00

$500.000,00

Birake rental platform income

$180.000,00

$900.000,00 $14.000.000,00

Infrastructure and human resources costs
Birake Proﬁt

$460.000,00

$805.000,00

$2.500.000,00

$1.380.000,00

$1.170.000,00 $2.275.000,00 $17.520.000,00
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Monetization model,

2019

2020

2021

8000

22000

55000

Number of website exchanges

20

40

90

Hardware units

50

90

150

$12.000,00

$30.000,00

$200.000,00

0,0005

0,0003

0,0002

25

50

100

$10.000,00

$20.000,00

$50.000,00

Customer percentage

0,6

0,65

0,7

Birake percentage

0,4

0,35

0,3

BirakeCoin no less than 0.00010 BTC
Transaction Volume (millions USD)

Exchange platform cost for one year
User transaction fee
Cryptocurrencies
New Cryptocurrency price

Customer income
Birake transactions fee income

$2.400.000,00 $4.290.000,00

$7.700.000,00

$1.600.000,00

$2.310.000,00

$3.300.000,00

Birake new cryptocurrency income

$250.000,00

$500.000,00

$2.500.000,00

Birake rental platform income

$240.000,00

$1.200.000,00

$18.000.000,00

Infrastructure and human resources costs

$460.000,00

$828.000,00

$1.380.000,00

Birake Proﬁt

$1.630.000,00

$3.182.000,00 $22.420.000,00
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Strategic Plans
Over the next 3 years, Birake plans to:
● atract companies / business developers / comunity owners/ entrepreneurs
and expanding the Birake network all over the internet
● along with our customers Birake plans to contribute and promote the trading
platforms from Birake network to comunity traders from all over the world
● Birake plans to grow the comunity around Birake network and to offer
periodically Bounty and Reward programs in order to keep them close
● The uptime of the platform is always important for us as a company, for our
customers and for traders from our network and we will work continuously to
keep it close to 100%
● We plan to build the safest way of trading, to aquire third party security audits
for our platform
● Birake support will grow directly proportional with the infrastructure and
number of users
● As in our Business Model our plan is to reduce the fees for the users but also
for our customers as website owners
● We have one of the lowest fees for listing cryptocurrencies and we are ﬂexible
to negociate different partnerships
● For website owners, if they are able to bring an average number of new users
they can make an income of 10 times bigger than the costs of the platform

Risks and opportunities
Considering our Business Model and taking a look at Total Volume traded for
24h from top 10 Exchanges our necessary trading volume for one year is lower than
one month trading volume from one of the top 10 competitors or even few days for
Binance. We consider that our Model is the most pessimistic model and the
opportunities are unlimited.
Birake is one of the ﬁrst White Label Cryptocurrency Exchange from the
internet which will support about 100 currencies and providing live trading
platform for traders.
The most innovative key of our project is sharing orders from our Central
Database within all platforms from our network. Considering this will be a win, win
and win situation. Birake will develop faster than a normal exchange platform,
owner of the website will have a fully functional website with plenty of orders from
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day one and trader will complete its trades much faster and maybe for a better
price.
Considering also risks we are aware that Birake will be the main target of
attacks from all over the internet, we plan to take all the necessary measures
including ddos protection, cold wallets, 2 factor authentication, ip tracking and
monitoring.

Marketing and sales
The successful market penetration of birake platform depends on the
efﬁcient development of the birake exchanges using our White Label Platform.
Birake along with our website owners will promote using the following channels:
● Search engines, platform owners and contextual advertising operators:
Google, Yandex, Mail, Rambler, Begun and others - the largest market players
of all categories of digital marketing services.
● Social media. We are already present on telegram, twitter, facebook, reddit,
medium, bitcointalk and many more
● Online media. Wider coverage in the distribution of news and content.
● ICO and Cryptocurrency related communities
● Owners of online services and widgets
● Mobile applications and services. One of the key and fast-growing
development areas of the entire digital economy. They are most interested in
all the services driving successful communication.
● Referral operators

With a correct marketing strategy, according to our Business Model we can
achieve easly a proﬁt of over $20 millions after 3 years of development and up to $1
billion if we achieve one of top 10 positions considering the Trading Volume from
Cryptocurrency market.
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Roadmap
Below you will ﬁnd the main 4 stages from our Roadmap:
Stage 1
List on masternodes.pro and masternodes.online.
List on crypto-bridge.org.
Bounty Distribution.
Stage 2
Birake Exchange new features:
● Simulate trading;
● Matching orders;
● Multiple pairs for trading;
● Others features;
Stage 3
Birake Exchange Alfa version:
● Wallet conﬁguration for btc based coins;
● Wallet conﬁguration for ERC20 tokens;
● BIR coin used as main payment for fees;
Stage 4
White Label platform on top of Birake Exchange.
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BIRAKE coin
Utility

●
●
●
●
●
●

BIR coin will be the main payment method within Birake Network
Birake exchange platform will be aquired only with BIR coins
Monthly income generated by website owner will be paid in BIR coins
Referral program will use also BIR coins to pay the users
Rewards and Bounty programs
Promotions for BIR holders from Birake Network

Coin description

Coin name: BirakeCoin
Ticker: BIR
Algorithm (POW/POS): Quark
Block reward: 30 – 260 BIR
Masternode Collateral: 10000 - 50000 BIR
Masternode Reward: 90%
Staking (POS) reward: 10%
Block Time: 60 seconds
Total supply: 300 000 000 BIR
Premine (2%):
- 1 000 000 BIR pre-sale masternodes & collaborators
- 2 000 000 BIR reserved for exchange listings & marketing
- 2 000 000 BIR bounty distribution after exchange listing
- 1 000 000 BIR reserved for lastest developments of Birake Exchange
Once we build out our exchange software, we will require vendors to use BIR
for renting BIRAKE software exchange.
Clients will be able to pay with BIR coins for parts or complete software
solution in cryptocurrency area. Basically you can own a complete exchange
software as WHITE LABEL form paying with BIRAKE coin.
The total supply of the coins is limited to 300,000,000 units.
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Any coins not sold during the presale will be held in our corporate wallet as
reserve coins for development expenses and working capital in future raises.
In the public presale, participants can obtain the MN rewards bigger as
described bellow

Coin distribution
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● As mentioned before 98% of total coins will be available for MN rewards and
POS mining
MN rewards and POS 294,000,000 BIR (up to 98%)

● We are reserving 2M of our supply to be used for bounty programs and
community rewards.
Bounty - 2,000,000 BIR
● Finally, we keep communication, marketing and exchange listing up to the
highest standards possible.
Marketing, Communication and exchange listing - 4,000,000 BIR

Coin considerations
Strongly consider the following prior to purchasing BIR coins; BIRAKE
exchange will be one of the biggest exchange software from crypto area.
BIRAKE targeting different type of clients like end users or companies. We
already implemented two main wallets (ETH and BTC) in the current platform, we
are about to ﬁnish the ﬁrst exchange between two cryptocurrencies.
Consumers will see a day-to-day development of BIRAKE exchange until the
ﬁnal stage when BIRAKE will offer a White Label solution for them, We are
considering providing back end support to B2C solutions and B2B solutions.
We hope to minimize speculative value of the coin and maximize utility value
of it when ﬁrst White Label exchange will be released.
This will be a huge product with billions of customers and billions of buying /
selling orders. coin sale hard cap, dates and milestones may change in accordance
with unforeseen BIRAKE expenditures and/or client/talent opportunities.
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Users should consider the utility of the BIR coin prior to purchasing. Our team
will work to expand the utility of BIR coin as our software portfolio continues to
grow.

How to participate
Those interested in purchasing masternodes in presale period (until block
20000) can participate on our website https://birake.com. Masternode cost is 0.3
BTC (10000 BIR coins)

Team
Our team is dedicated to this project, has over 10 years of experience in web
development and manipulation of huge volume of data and users.
For the past 7+ years, we’ve been working daily with technologies like
Symfony3, Node.js, NoSQL data stores, AngularJS, ReactJS and others.
We’re constantly growing and are always looking for new, talented and
innovative members.
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BIRAKE is built by a software company that has been operating since 2010 in
the web software industry. We have been more active in the media industry and
especially in South America. We have portfolio and software solutions that have
supported over 20 million users per day.
Starting with 2010 we have developed / implemented a global content
management system for different industries. So far, the main activity of our
business was the ﬁnancial and media industry.
We are experienced trading in the forex industry and ending with the
cryptographic industry for over 5 years.
We have deployed automated trading systems, exchange platforms, and
lately we've been focusing more on the encryption area.
As traders and investors, we have overcome the situation of overloading
trading platforms in the cryptographic area. Especially in 2017, there have been
times when more than 50% of large cryptographic trading platforms have been
overloaded / closed / inoperable for long periods of time.
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For this reason, we believe that the BIRAKE platform will come with a solution
for the end user, but also for companies that target a business / exchange of
information in this ﬁeld.
Also, the BIRAKE platform can be used successfully in new emerging
communities and coins, eager to join a exchange platform.

Conclusion
We will exercise our expertise in web development and data management to
build out the biggest White Label Exchange Platform.
Our BIR coin represents a vehicle to enable spend management in a
distributed ledger environment. Funds raised from our coin sale will be used to
develop the utility of the platform and to maximize the value of our products.

Disclaimer
PLEASE READ THIS DISCLAIMER SECTION CAREFULLY. IF YOU ARE IN ANY
DOUBT AS TO THE ACTION YOU SHOULD TAKE, YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR
LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX, OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S). The information
set forth below may not be exhaustive and does not imply any elements of a
contractual relationship. While we make every effort to ensure that any material in
this white paper is accurate and up to date, such material in no way constitutes the
provision of professional advice. BIRAKE does not guarantee, and accepts no legal
liability whatsoever arising from or connected to, the accuracy, reliability, currency,
or completeness of any material contained in this white paper. Potential BIRAKE
coin holders should seek appropriate independent professional advice prior to
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relying on, or entering into any commitment or transaction based on, material
published in this white paper, which material is purely published for reference
purposes alone. BIRAKE coins is not intended to constitute ﬁnancial securities
instruments in any jurisdiction. This white paper does not constitute a prospectus
or offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities
or a solicitation for investment in securities in any jurisdiction. BIRAKE does not
provide any opinion on any advice to purchase, sell, or otherwise transact with
BIRAKE coins and the fact of presentation of this white paper shall not form the
basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract or investment decision.
No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment in
relation to the sale and purchase of BIRAKE coins, and no cryptocurrency or other
form of payment is to be accepted on the basis of this white paper. This BIRAKE
white paper is for information purposes only. We do not guarantee the accuracy of
or the conclusions reached in this white paper, and this white paper is provided “as
is”. This white paper does not make and expressly disclaims all representations and
warranties, express, implied, statutory or otherwise, whatsoever, including, but not
limited to: (i) warranties of merchantability, ﬁtness for a particular purpose,
suitability, usage, title or non-infringement; (ii) that the contents of this white paper
are free from error; and (iii) that such contents will not infringe third-party rights,
and its afﬁliates shall have no liability for damages of any kind arising out of the use,
reference to, or reliance on this white paper or any of the content contained herein,
even if advised of the possibility of such damages. In no event will team BIRAKE or
its afﬁliates be liable to any person or entity for any damages, losses, liabilities, costs
or expenses of any kind, whether direct or indirect, consequential, compensatory,
incidental, actual, exemplary, punitive or special for the use of, reference to, or
reliance on this white paper or any of the content contained herein, including,
without limitation, any loss of business, revenues, proﬁts, data, use, goodwill or
other intangible losses. BIRAKE makes no representations or warranties (whether
express or implied), and disclaims all liability arising from any information stated in
the white paper. In particular, the “Roadmap” as set out in the text of the white
paper is subject to change, which means that BIRAKE is not bound by any
representations to the future performance and the returns of BIRAKE. The actual
results and the performance of BIRAKE may differ materially from those set out in
the BIRAKE white paper. Please note that contents of this BIRAKE white paper may
be altered or updated at any time in future by the project’s management team. The
white paper has been prepared solely in respect of Initial coin Offering of BIRAKE
coins. No shares or other securities of the Company are being offered in any
jurisdiction pursuant to the white paper. The white paper does not constitute an
offer or invitation to any person to subscribe for or purchase shares, rights or any
other securities in the Company. The shares of the Company are not being
presently offered to be, registered under Securities Act of any country, or under any
securities BIRAKE White Paper laws of any state. The coins referred to in this white
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paper have not been registered, approved, or disapproved by the U.S. Securities and
exchange commission, any state securities commission in the United States or any
other regulatory authority nor any of the foregoing authorities examined or
approved the characteristics or the economic realities of this coin sale or the
accuracy or the adequacy of the information contained in this white paper under,
the U.S. Securities act of 1933 as amended, or under the securities laws of any state
of the united states of America or any other jurisdiction. Purchasers of the coins
referred to in this white paper should be aware that they bear any risks involved in
acquisition of BIRAKE coins, if any, for an indeﬁnite period of time. Some of the
statements in the white paper include forward-looking statements which reﬂect
team BIRAKE’s current views with respect to product development, execution
roadmap, ﬁnancial performance, business strategy and future plans, both with
respect to the company and the sectors and industries in which the company
operates. Statements which include the words ''expects'', ''intends'', ''plans'',
''believes'', ''projects'', ''anticipates'', ''will'', ''targets'', ''aims'', ''may'', ''would'', ''could'',
''continue'' and similar statements are of a future or forward-looking nature. All
forward-looking statements address matters that involve risks and uncertainties.
Accordingly, there are or will be important factors that could cause the group's
actual results to differ materially from those indicated in these statements. These
factors include but are not limited to those described in the part of the white paper
entitled '' risk factors '', which should be read in conjunction with the other
cautionary statements that are included in the white paper. Any forward-looking
statements in this white paper reﬂect the Company's current views with respect to
future events and are subject to these and other risks, uncertainties and
assumptions relating to the Company's operations, results of operations and
growth strategy. These forward-looking statements are made only as of the date of
the white paper. Subject to industry acceptable disclosure and transparency rules
and common practices, the company undertakes no obligation publicly to update
or review any forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new information,
future developments or otherwise. All subsequent written and oral forward-looking
statements attributable to BIRAKE or individuals acting on behalf of BIRAKE are
expressly qualiﬁed in their entirety by this paragraph. No statement in the white
paper is intended as a proﬁt forecast and no statement in the white paper should
be interpreted to mean that the earnings of BIRAKE for the current or future years
would be as may be implied in this white paper. By agreeing to acquire BIRAKE
coins I hereby acknowledge that I have read and understand the notices and
disclaimers set out above and contained in this white paper. No regulatory
authority has examined or approved any of the information set out in this white
paper. Thus, no action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory
requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or
dissemination of this white paper does not imply that the applicable laws,
regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with. This document and
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information contained herein may not be sent and or addressed wholly or in part,
directly or indirectly, to any person in the United States, New Zealand or the
People’s Republic of China, or any other jurisdiction in which it would be
impermissible or restricted to offer, distribute, purchase, sell or retain cryptographic
coins. Please refer to our website for terms & conditions of participating in the
BIRAKE initial coin offering.

Contact
Website: https://birake.com
Demo Platform: http://demo.birake.com
Telegram: https://t.me/birakecom
Twitter: https://twitter.com/birakecom
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/birakecom
GitHub: https://github.com/birake
Email: support@birake.com

